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DESCRIPTION OF THE BOOK THE TENTH DOCTOR CHRONICLES
Four narrated stories set in the Tenth Doctor era; The Taste of Death by Helen
Goldwyn. The Doctor and Rose sample the high- life on resort planet MXQ1, run
by the famous Bluestone brothers. It has everything: exotic beaches, luxury
accommodation and extravagant dining. Something's cooking in the kitchen, and
it's to die for. Backtrack by Matthew J Elliott. When the TARDIS crashes in the
vortex, Martha and the Doctor find themselves on board the time-ship Best
Before, where the host offers temporal cruises at reasonable prices. But time
travellers must never cut corners. Dangerous forces have been unleashed, and
Martha finds her medical skills put to the test as she deals with some lethal
fall-out.Time is running out, and the clock is ticking towards disaster! Wild
Pastures by James Goss. Strange things are happening at the Wild Pastures Rest
Home. When the Doctor calls on the Nobles to investigate, he doesn't expect
Sylvia to be the one to step up. Soon, they're in too deep, and the Doctor and
Sylvia will need all their faculties to get out alive. Last Chance by Guy
Adams.Trying to spare a few creatures from extinction, the Doctor bumps into an
old acquaintance on the African plains -Lady Christina de Souza. They are about
to find themselves on the endangered list. These stories are narrated by Jake
Dudman, giving voice to the much-loved Tenth Doctor as played on TV by David
Tennant. Jacqueline King plays Sylvia Noble - mother of Donna Noble as played
by Catherine Tate in some of Doctor Who's most watched episodes. CAST: Jake
Dudman (Narrator / The Doctor),Jacqueline King (Sylvia Noble), Michelle Ryan
(Lady Christina de Souza).
THE TENTH DOCTOR CHRONICLES - AUDIOBOOKS FROM BIG FINISH
"The answer is a definitive "yes". Jacob Dudman's rendition of the Tenth Doctor's
voice is more than simply uncanny. It's a voice that sounds completely authentic.
Not just in terms of pitch, but in the vocal mannerisms, too… Big Finish really did
find the perfect voice for this set of. The Tenth Doctor Chronicles was an audio
anthology released on 18 April 2018 by Big Finish Productions. It featured Jacob
Dudman doing the narration, as well as voicing the Tenth Doctor. In The Tenth
Doctor Chronicles, we're given four different stories, as narrated by Jacob
Dudman. Do both the stories and Dudman's performance live up to the legacy of
the Tenth Doctor. The Tenth Doctor Chronicles features four short Tenth Doctor
stories featuring Jacob Dudman as the Tenth Doctor along with a guest star: First
is "The Taste of Death." The Doctor and Rose arrive at a luxurious resort only to
find many chefs have disappeared without explanation and that many guests are
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thrown into uncontrollable feeding frenzies. Released April 2018 SOME
SPOILERS FOLLOW. Following Destiny of the Doctor and the more expansive
The Ninth Doctor Chronicles that firmly proved the popularity and viability of the
modern era of Doctor Who in the audio medium without the lead actors present,
Big Finish now delves back into the David Tennant era with the aptly-titled The
Tenth Doctor Chronicles. The Tenth Doctor Chronicles continues Big Finish's
mission statement to fill in the gaps of the TV series, offering up the Tenth Doctor
vs. the Slitheen, an unlikely team-up for the Doctor and Sylvia and a return for
Christina. It's also important for welcoming two notable new players to the team in
the form of Dudman and Ryan - both of. Big Finish Productions, BBC Doctor Who
Television Series, and Textbook Stuff stories. Rate and review all of your favorite
and not so favorite stories. Let your fellow fans and new comers see what they are
missing. Doctor Chronicles were releases from Big Finish Productions made in a
common format, each concentrating on one of the Doctor's incarnations, but
featuring a narrator instead of the original actor. Award-winning, full-cast original
audio dramas from the worlds of Doctor Who, Blake's 7, Dark Shadows, The
Avengers, Survivors, The Omega Factor, Sherlock Holmes, Dorian Gray,
Pathfinder Legends, The Prisoner and Terrahawks. Following last year's box set
of The Ninth Doctor Chronicles from Big Finish, the partially narrated format has
been used again to give stories drawn from David Tennant's tenure. This
collection offers one tale with each of his regular companions, though Donna is
replaced with her mother, and. The Tenth Doctor is an incarnation of the Doctor,
the protagonist of the BBC science fiction television programme Doctor Who, who
is played by David Tennant in three series as well as nine specials. As with
previous incarnations of the Doctor, the character has also appeared in other
Doctor Who spin-offs . The Tenth Doctor generally displays a light-hearted,
talkative, easy-going, witty and somewhat cheeky manner, but combines this with
a somewhat egocentric sense of unstoppability when facing his enemies.
Recurring mother of a companion with Jackie in the Ninth Doctor Chronicles, and
Sylvia in the Tenth Doctor Chronicles, and a one-time companion with Adam, and
now Lady Christina de Souza. I'm wondering who we're going to get for the
Eleventh Doctor Chronicles. Four narrated stories set in the Tenth Doctor era; The
Taste of Death by Helen Goldwyn. The Doctor and Rose sample the high - life on
resort planet MXQ1, run by the famous Bluestone brothers. The Tenth Doctor
Chronicles features four short Tenth Doctor stories featuring Jacob Dudman as
the Tenth Doctor along with a guest star: First is "The Taste of Death." The Doctor
and Rose arrive at a luxurious resort only to find many chefs have disappeared
without explanation and that many guests are thrown into uncontrollable feeding
frenzies.
THE TENTH DOCTOR CHRONICLES - TARDIS.WIKIA.COM
To sum up, The Tenth Doctor Chronicles is another great box set from Big Finish.
For all four stories, the writers have taken the restricted format of just two cast
members per story, and given us. [yasr_overall_rating] The Taste of Death by
Helen Goldwyn Alien holiday resort hides a rather inedible secret, that the Doctor
and Rose discover that MXQ1 is offering more than relaxation and recuperation to
it's leisure seeking visitors. The Doctor and Rose sample the high-life on resort
planet MXQ1, run by the famous Bluestone brothers. It has everything: exotic
beaches, luxury accommodation and extravagant dining. Something's cooking in
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the kitchen, and it's to die for. the tenth doctor chronicles: backtrack "Backtrack,"
by Matthew J. Elliott, is an odd story in that it often feels as though it wants to be
more important than it actually is. The pre-credits scene wants to be ominous, but
whether because of the writing or Dudman's performance, falls oddly flat heading
into the credits. Order The Tenth Doctor Chronicles, The Eleventh Doctor
Chronicles (narrated by Jacob Dudman) and The Ninth Doctor
Chronicles(narrated by Nicholas Briggs) as a bundle for £55 on download or £66
on CD. The first official photos from the eagerly anticipated Good Omens, have
been released today. The images show David Tennant as Crowley, 'Hell's most
approachable demon', and Michael Sheen as his counterpart, the fussy angel and
rare book dealer Aziraphale. The Doctor Who - Main Range is a series of full-cast
audiobook adventures based on the British science fiction television programme
Doctor Who, produced by Nicholas Briggs and Big Finish Productions and starring
one of the original actors to play The Doctor on television in the classic era of the
programme. The main audio series currently. The Tenth Doctor Chronicles
features four short Tenth Doctor stories featuring Jacob Dudman as the Tenth
Doctor along with a guest star: First is "The Taste of Death." The Doctor and Rose
arrive at a luxurious resort only to find many chefs have disappeared without
explanation and that many guests are thrown into uncontrollable feeding frenzies.
The Tenth Doctor Chronicles are excellent and must, surely, lead to more. First
impressions I'd avoided listening to trailers, but had some sense of the quality of
Jacob Dudman's take on the Tenth Doctor from various forum postings. B ig
Finish has released further details about April 2018's The Tenth Doctor Chronicles
- which includes the return of the Siltheen, Sylvia Noble, and Lady Christina de
Souza! After box sets for both the Ninth and Tenth Doctors, the latest Chronicles
release features stories from the Eleventh Doctor's era. Narrated by Jacob
Dudman, with his uncanny take on Matt Smith's incarnation, the set also includes
a couple of other familiar voices; Danny Horn returns to his role. January 22nd,
2018 14 comments. Big Finish The Tenth Doctor Chronicles. Available to order
from www.bigfinish.com. Four narrated stories set in the Tenth Doctor era. The
Taste of Death by Helen Goldwyn This video is unavailable. Watch Queue Queue.
Watch Queue Queue The Tenth Doctor Chronicles features some familiar faces
plus old enemies returning - and we can't wait to hear them. Review: As with The
Ninth Doctor Chronicles , The Tenth Doctor Chronicles combined modern Doctor
Who concepts and performers with the narrative structure of The Companion
Chronicles .
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